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Abstract 
 

Now a days school bells are operated by manpower .In market there are many 
clocks are available but it is usedto ring at particular time only. In this project 

there is no need for manpower it is operated automatic. The main concept of 

the paper to develop a stand-alone solar PV powered electric bell 
(independent of Grid power).To design an improved energy harvest system, 

using a DC-DC converter to utilize the maximum solar insulation available. 

The main aim was to develop an efficient inverter to power the load and to 
design a controller and timer to control the operation and bell timings. 

Further the motto was to explore the suitability of Wi-Fi technology for 

communication and control. 
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1 Introduction  
 

 In general technologies renewable energy, is referred to as alternative 

energy, is energy generated from a natural source that is not reduced when 
used as wind or solar power. Renewable energy is gaining popularity as it 

does not harm the environment. Solar energy is the radiant light and heat 

from the sun, which has been used by humans ever since the ancient times.  
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Solar radiation and secondary solar resources hasmost of the renewable 
energy available on earth.Now a day every one gives important to time. Time 

will not wait for anyone .In day to day life school  and  college  there are 

huge number of manual  and  grid  bells which  are used for ringing bell . In 

this paper we proposed that there is no need of manpower and grid power 
because we have design grid independent,automatic and emergency exit in 

school and college bell.The main purpose of this system to save the electric 

power, manpower, and money usage.A bell is aalarm  used in schools and 
colleges because time help’s to do our work faster. We should know the 

value of time in today’s life. In our project we have used solar electrical bell 

for ringing and it isalso used to indicate the fire exiting alarm for emergency 

purpose. We have used auxiliary resonant converter to boost the load power 
and inverter for the working of bell timing and the bell timing is controlled 

by mobile Wi-Fi. To explore the suitability of Wi-Fi technology for 

communication and control drawback of grid power, there are no additional 
features of communication system.In parallel modules control is absent but in 

the proposed   grid independent system uses only solar power and resonant 

converter for efficient control which can communicate with other similar 
modules for synchronized operation. This can be operated using mobile 

application and the features like panic button, fire alarm, emergency alarm 

can be incorporated in this system. 

 

2 Existing System 
 
 In this paper the existing model is designed with variables inputs and 

outputs like realtimes clock, microcontroller Arduino. It also display real-

time, temperature ringing bell in school and collegeIt refers to students 

having time to go to class in the morning and when to change classes for the 
day.Time line is event based on resolved timer which the timer can use to 

feed a table simultaneously which control the load according to the table and 

the given time. 
 

2.1. Automatic School Bell timer 
 
 There are many digital watches beads on the market, but only rings at a 

particular time and it cannot be stopped up at certain times.The advantage of 

this design is that the bell sounds with a large degree of precision at the 

beginning of the each period without any distertroble so the manual task is to 
turn on / off the college bell depending on the period.[1] When the time is 

equal to bell ringing times, the bell  will be operated. The basic design gives 

each school the opportunity to choose the appropriately. 
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2.2. Microcontroller Bell 
 

 The paper has delineate that the microcontroller has Manpower can also 

be saved by using automatic college bell.Butit cannot be operated manually; 
manpower can be saved by using automatic college bells and can save man 

power more accurately than manual bell settings.[2-3] Proper use of time is a 

key factor in all of our lives and very effective tool for the  time 
managements[1]. College bells are a project that works with its properties 

and alarms with many improvements. The main components of the circuit are 

the microcontroller realtime clock and hour displaying times on a project also 

improves performance. 

 
2.3Arduino based college bell 
 
 In this case, the main CD and VT current and voltage can be safely 

subdivided into sub-CD and VT. It converts the current into the output of the 

remaining components and the auxiliary CT. It was then sent to the Band 

Limit filter. The ADC for digital conversion analogs, digital signals after the 
conversion are sent to the 8051 microcontroller. In this process, the signal 

that calculates the average, impedance [4-5].When computing the impedance, 

generating the travel signal is less than or equal to the impedance. Thus, new 
features and functionalities can be added existing relay by upgrading in 

(fig.1). 

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram of Arduino Based Bell System 

 

A numerical relay is an other features, such as a dog timer that sees the alarm 

signal if any difference is noted, improve the reliability of the relay. Resistor 
relay mechanisms are activated using power control 8051.The safety system 

has promoted the development of microcontroller basedrelays Using watch 
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dog timers,  the microprocessor does not reset it within the specified timesof 

period. This will increase user confidences and improve the reliability of the 
relay. 

 
2.4. Implementation of Microcontroller school bell 
 
 The paper chronicle buzzer is also used to mark the alarm, which beeps 

when the alarm is activated, simultaneously reading data displayed on the 

LCD volume of the voice module. The microcontroller we used was 
ATMEGA328, which is the primary device   [6-9] .The slave device is the 

RTC IC DS1307which is displayed on the 16X2 LCD from the 

microcontroller pins The whole point of the "Arduino Operating System" is 

to allow easy and fast prototyping.  (Fig:2) Microcontroller based solar 
College BelL System [10-12]. Amazingly powerful and convenient for 

hooking up with LCD and displaying news in just a few minutes. Using RTC 

adds a more accuracy to the project. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Microcontroller based solar College Bell System 

 

3. Synchronized Solar Electric BelLUsing WI-FI 
 

 In this project we are going to create a wireless bell which can be used to 
automate the occasional buzzing on the college campus, and it can be used as 

an emergency trigger for the alarm signal and the mic for the announcement 

purpose. This module is powered by solar power. The main components of 
the circuit are solar panel, converter (arc), inverter, timer, mobile, Wi-Fi. In 

this system there is no need of grid power.(Fig:3.) Block Diagram of Solar 

PV Electric Bell The main concept is Solar energy is a type of radioactive 

energy that travels in waves from the sun to other parts of the solar system.  
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of Solar PV Electric Bell 

 

 Most life on earth depends directly or indirectly on solar energy, from 

humans to plants. .. For the bell ringing to be done precisely because our 

program is focused on improving accuracy. The earliest method include 
ringing the bells some  there is still in use today’s life .In  this system we 

have used solar panel for working and Wi-Fi technology  to control the timer 

and fire exiting system. In which grid independent system, uses only solar 
power uses resonant converter and efficient controller can communicate with 

other similar modules for synchronized operation can be operated using 

mobile application features like panic button, fire alarm, emergency alarm 
can be incorporated. When the battery drains, the battery is low .The 

improvement was observed. In a well-balanced configuration, is solar array 

generates energy during the day time.Implemented a techniques to verify the 

MAC address in the dynamic network environment 
 

3.1 Controller and Timer of Wi-Fi Module 
 
 Gradually technologies have seen the beginning of more reliable and 

more accurate system.  Today’s school has a fully planned schedule that 

automatically switches to examinations rings the bell of the day.The bells are 

carried outmanually. The main advantage of this is persons should bean 
aware of the bellringing .Automated school Bell is created for 

userstocontroledtheringingbells systems is organizations .All hours’ that are 

predefined and set in it. User can set time users keypads of the mobile. It 
saves times of user. At the specified times the signals isgenerated in timer are 

controller and transmitted through the output port of the speaker.(Fig :4) 

Circuit Diagram of Controller and Timer . Our program accepts the Ringing 
of the Bell work in school. This changes Bell's manual. It features is tobuilt-

in realtime mobile timer that tracks real-time. Of Wi-Fi. The bells are equal 
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to the ringings times, as well as settime. The ringing bells timeings can be 

edited at any times. Anywhere in school campus. So that it can be used 
during normal class hours and exam times. There is no need for a person to 

manage hours on school days. 

 
Figure 4. Circuit Diagram of Controller and Timer 

 
3.2.Energy Harvest DC-DC Converter 
 
 The simulated using a conventional boost converter and a soft switch 

resonance boostconvereter in sim software. Comparison between the 

converters has been done and the efficiency improvement was observed. It 

can be concluded. The resonant boost converter switches have higher power 
efficiency with lower voltage and lower switch loss.(Fig:5) Simulation 

Resonant Boost Converter with Soft Switching in Open Loop is done.(Fig:6) 

Output Waveform Resonant Boost Converter with Soft Switching in Open 
Loop is done.(Fig:7) Simulation of Resonant Boost Converter with Soft 

Switching in Close Loop is done. (Fig:8) Output Waveform Resonant Boost 

Converter with Soft Switching in Close Loop is completed.So the vibration 

boost converter is an attractive topography for using medium power levels. 
ZVS and ZCS  called soft switching was used to turn ON and OFF the 

switches in the converter during zero voltages and zero current conditions 

This concept thus gets its name  ARC.(Auxiliary Resonant Circuit. Normally 
the output of a DC-DC converter consists of high magnitude ripple In order 

to reduce the ripple magnitude; a PI controller is used in closed loop by 

which the output voltage was brought to a constant valueinTableI-I 
comparisons of output boost and resonant converter Combination of ARC 
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and PI controller makes this boost converter suitable for applications 
requiring constant voltage. 

  

 
Figure 5. Simulation Resonant Boost Converter with Soft Switching in Open Loop  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Output Waveform Resonant Boost Converter with Soft Switching in Open Loop  
 

 
 

Figure 7. Simulation Resonant Boost Converter with Soft Switching in Close Loop  
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Figure 8. Output WaveformResonant Boost Converter with Soft Switching in Close Loop  

 

4 Results 
  
 Here, in our process the bell should ring accoding to class timeings and 

break in a day's schedule. The alarm also indicates the emergency alarm in 

the form of buzzer alarm if there any unfortunate incident happens in that 
place. This is shown in below figure 9 

 

 
 

Figure 9.Hardware of desined model of solar pv electric bell using WI-FI 

 
 

5 Conlcusion 
 
 The solar electric bell modules can be operated based on the timer of 

mobile application Automatic school bell is successfully designed as per the 

peroidto save a manual power andsave the cost efficiency. Scholl Bell 

ON/OFF in pre-scheduled manner and at accurate time with takes care of 
holidays, class time/ Break time/ Lunchtime Bells control in pre-scheduled 

manner 
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